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If i s вЬоиа that baselessness of the glulno leada neoeesar!-

I.? Ьо 'Ш-а axlsteBoe of the l ight la ©singlet paeuaoecnier Ъо&ап

Bot аЪввт?®й 1й asgperlBjent. fbue» eaxjr rftalietio avipftrsymaetry

.®»tlal mxet include tfeo mechaniam for generating th* gluino masa -
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leeemtly the £L«ld Пикту modela baaed on the 1-1 auperaym-

metry Ьате attracted a great Interact aa. poaaible candidate» for

the realistic partlcl» theory. All the квот particlea (leptoma,

quarks, gauge and Blgga Ъоаова) possess th» aup» i IIJ—m 11 le part-

нага la these models. In particular, along with th» octat of rec-

tor eluana tha octet of Hkjoraaa spin -1/2 partidaa, the £Ualao-

ав
р
 Moat be preaent* Itedar thia aaanaptioa Ш » м * type of had-

roaa containing the Talent eltdno (S-badroas) should axiat» the

propertlea of S-badrona and th» reatrietiona to their aaaaea fol-

lowing from the experiment are «14*17 dlacnaaed now* Si» cantea-

рогаг7 reriew of the problem.can be found In th» workshop Pro-

ceedlnga *Styei mjmmm 11 j тш.Жжрт1ш»at* •

In thia letter w dieeuaa th»conaeqnancea from the m&aaleae

glniBo hTpotheaia. fhe qneation it th» glnlno haa a maaa a«ema

to be important. B.g. the maaaleaa gluino «raid aolr» th» atromg

CP-Tiolation problem aa the 0 -term would mot lead to any ob-

aerrable phyaloal effecta in M i eaae. the common argument -

against th» «его maaa glttLno oomea from tit» experimental abean-

ce of the light S-4tadrona« HOw»r»r
t
 th» careful analyala of the

boam-dHmp experiment data proridee a rather weak reatriction

for th» R-badron aaaaoat m^ ^ 1 . 5 QeT under Oh* aaanmption that

the maaaea of the scalar qnerk partners are of the order —100

OeT
 2
 •

Oar statement la that tha maaaleaa gluino la excluded ir-

reapectiTely to thia reatriction* lamely, we show that th» maaa-

leaa gluino would neceaaarily lead to th* exLatence of th» leo-

ainglet paeudosealar meaon with а лава lesa or equal to that

of the ТГ нмаоа.
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fixe deacriptLan of the paeudoecalar nonet *™>7«*?»ц; the eo-

lution of toe U(l)»problem ie undoubtedly one of the noet apac-

tacular auocesaea of QCJ) (aee e.g. ^ )• She diaturbance brought

about by the aaaaleaa glulno to that beatiful picture wae analy-

sed earlier by M.I.Kidea and one of the authors (H.I.T) * . B w

starting point of ref« ^ «as the asraqption that the тасгаш glui-

nO cosdenaate \ A A ^ Ф- 0 ±m generated. (Ihia la a natural in-

ference from the kaom exLatence of the quark condenaate)* She

oondenaate would break the H-eyeeetry preaeat in the aupereyaaet-

ric Lagrangian and coll into exiatence a flaaaleaa paeudoaealar

Ooldatone boaon* If the atrong anoaaly «euld absent, two light

and thejaeaaleaa 1-0 paeudoaoalar meaons (built as \Qll+<t(i\ t$&

and / ̂  ̂ ^* , reapectirely) would exLat. She avitching on the

•nnMij aakea one of the atatea яеав1те but In addition to 77* -

•мои there 1—1лш a light atate called "pionino", the calcu-

lation of lta aaaa «aa performed la ref. * :

«hare ^TT i* **• W «•taaon aaaa; JQ ia lta coupling constant

«Lth the iaoreotor axial currant and the oonatant J\ia defi-

Л p ~«here Л p ~ Z f
6
* * and '^ la the gluloo paae-

doacalar Qoldatone boaon preaent la the aodel la the absence of

аашмОзг. (»q.(2) follow ieediately fro» eq.(3) of ref.
 4

axpreaalag ^ f / ^ tecnaa of ghaat*boaon coupling oonatantn).
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la the large l"
c
 approximation 7*^« /3 T j and " ? fT*' •

•0.012 OeT
2
 • Aayhow note that 1°. the pianino is lighter then

the ТГ -meson, and 2°. Doe to the anomaly the pianino has a lar-

ge coupling with the light quark lsoscalar ourrent» Such a par-

ticle does not exist, so the main conclusion of ref. * was that

the existence of the massless gluino and the gluino vacuum conden-

sate are incompatible*

Our principal observation is that the massless gluino hypo-

thesis is ruled out by the same argument even in the case (which

cannot be logically excluded) when the gluino condensate Is not

generated.

To clarify this consider a somewhat simplified model includ-

ing a light quark and the massless gluino. Without account of the

anomaly the model would include two conserved axial currents^

(3)

(the dlTergenoe of JpS is proportional to the snail quark

maee). Suppose that in the ground state
 <
^S

f

c
t>

o
 ^ О % \Х\)„-0.

Than only one Goldstone boson connected with the phase of the

quark chiral transformation would arise. Sow switch an the ano-

maly. At the first sight the Goldetone boaon acquires the mass

now* In the absence of gluino it would be во indeed but in our

case it is not* The matter is that even in the presence of the

anomaly a conserved current remains in the model.
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Shis current is a superposition of the pure quark and g^"**" cur-

rents of eq»(3)« We show now that the presence of quark condensate

leads to the existence of the light Ooldstane boson* So see this

write down the Ward identity

(5)

Saa first taxm in aq. (5) ia aaiTaly proportional to Я^ (vhan

хд**О) «hila tha aaoond tazm^^a • 9Bo aatiafy the lard identity

the pole in the paeudoacalar «Hnm«n «hould be praaent* Ihie ia

jnat the ашаа argnaant idiich рготг»а the existence of the li*£it

77* -Mtaon in the usual i|CD.

So acquire the deeper enderntaading of the «eohaniam it ia

instructive to consider the chiral aodel preaerving the iapor*-

tant features of 1Ъе one-flaTonr Bupersysaotric QC3> including

the Ward identities (the Models of such kind were introduced in

ref» ^ ). Consider the theory including two ooaplez aoalar

fields \f
t
 and ^f

z
 . Bie pbaae traneformtios of ^ and ^

scores aa an analog for the ohiral txansforuationa of the fields

q and Л • Che for» of the potential energy tern is chosen 1л

such a way that the ground state corresponds to the nonsero та-

lues of У, sad the sero value of TZ :

At this stage the aodel Includes a Qcldatone boson eorraspopdlng

to the phase of ^0
i
 • So account for the anoaaly the following

ten» should be added to the lagranglan



where Q eorreponds to /gfT *° ЯЯ*« Q
 i s
 a»*

 a
 dynami-

cal variable and сад be excluded* After this the following expre-

ssion describing the lateractioa between the phases of ^f
(
 and

arises

One can easily see that the potential energy

acquires the «<T>-t»mn (zero) value on the line

She propagation along this line corresponds to the Gold-

stone boson.

To study the properties of the Goldstone boson in our model

with one quark and the gluino anomalous Ward identities should

be analysed* In the general ease when the gluino condensate and

the gluino mass are present the following relation holds

л

яЬте 7"^. is defined in the same way as In eq« (2). In our

ease ( £ Л
в
— * О. Ь» this limit lM

 v
 io not small and
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to support eq. (9) J ^ must tend to zero» then the solution of

anomalous Ward identities (see ref. * ) tells us that the anomaly

is snitched off the quark sector. Thus we are left with the ano-

maly-free Ward identity for the quark current and the Goldetone

arises in the usual way.In the chiral model language this corres-

ponds to the fact that the Goldstone boson is connected only with

the phase of the field j£ which condense while the phase of J£ ser-

ves just to switch the anomaly term off.In the ehiral model with the

explicit breaking of the ehiral symmetry corresponding to the acco-

unt of the current quark and gluino masses * the situation does

not change.

The analysis of the simple one-flavour model can easily be

generalized to the real world with three light quark flavours.

Instead of one 1=0 pseudogoldstone "И -meson two isoscalar me-

sons with quark content Ш,Ъ - fa^
4
* <?^Ъ an

d
 /tf^ »/-Г*Л

emerge. They have masses ^Ijf • 140 He? (this value can oe

obtained by substituting: -^\= 0 in eq.(2)) and ^ V ) ^ • 700 KeV.

Just this pattern led S.Weinberg to the formulation of U(l) prob-

lem
 6
 .

Thus, the resulting conclusion of the paper and this one

is the following: the existence of the massless gluino leads to

the existence of the light pseudoscalar particle not seen in

experiment. Shis observation imposes the restrictions on the

possible supersymmetric generalizations of the standard SU(3)a

a SU(2) M U ( 1 ) model.

After the manuscript was written tne paper by G.R.Parrar and

S.Weinberg Supersymmetry at ordinary energies II... where the same

problem is considered was brought to our attention.

We acknowledge the useful discussion with M.I.Eides and

H.A.3hifman.
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